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Greetings from the ORANGE Family!!,
Welcome to the thirty sixth edition of our newsletter.
We hope you liked our previous newsletters where we had shared some very useful and interesting
information about nutrition benefits and amazing factors of commodities.
We are sure that this information would be useful for the entire community of millers, manufacturers, farmers
and all other associated with commodities.
Like the earlier newsletters we continue to share the knowledge about nutrition benefits and amazing factors.
As we go along we would like to expand the vision of the newsletter to ensure it benefits the larger
community.
We wish to redefine this market by ensuring higher levels of collaboration for the benefit of all associated
with this industry.
Thank you for your patronage!!
Wishing you all a very happy and successful year ahead!!
S.Srinivasan

& A.Zahir Hussain

(Management)

Hai

Nutrition Blog

I AM
Aronia Berries

Aronia Berries
Reduce blood pressure
Reduce oxidized LDL cholesterol levels
Reduce Inflammation
Reduce the chance of a heart attack
Reduce the chance of developing cancer
Reduce weight gain
Reduce eye inflammation
Reduce muscle recovery time after
workouts
? Regulate blood sugar
? Reduce recovery time following
heart attack
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News
Plastic Waste Management
Campaign: All you need to know
Plastic campaign: DPIIT will collect plastic
waste through nationwide shramdaan on
October 2, 2019.
Plastic campaign: Plastic waste management
campaign will be launched in India today by
the Department for Promotion of Industry &
Internal Trade (DPIIT). The campaign is a part
of PM Modi’s call to action for plastic waste management in India. It will be launched under the
Swachhta Hi Sewa 2019, which is beginning from September 11.
Swachhta Hi Sewa 2019 theme: ‘Plastic Waste Management’
The DPIIT is playing a critical two-fold role for the success of the Swachhta hi Sewa campaign as
mandated by Department of Drinking Water and Sanitation, Ministry of Jal Shakti.
Plastic waste management campaign: Objectives
1. DPIIT will collect plastic waste through nationwide shramdaan on October 2, 2019.
DPIIT will ensure recycling of all plastic waste collected on October 2, 2019 in cement kilns by
Diwali 2019.
Plastic waste management campaign: Action Points
DPIIT has requested all the state governments and Union Territories to mobilise the industrial parks
in their areas to collect plastic waste from all Industrial Estates, parks, corridors, nodes and Industrial
Areas under the Swachhta hi Sewa 2019 campaign.
The DPIIT has also requested the state governments and UTs to sensitize Industrial Parks by focusing
on plastic waste management on a sustained and continuous basis.
The state governments and Union Territories will be setting up nodal teams to monitor the progress of
the campaign. The Swachhta hi Sewa 2019 campaign will begin from September 11, 2019.
Source: https://www.jagranjosh.com
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We thank all our valuable customers who made the event
[Customer Meet 2019 @ Burdwan- was held on 02.09.2019] Very successful

We thank you to everyone who visited our Stall No C9
@ UPASI, on 13th & 14th September 2019.

Upcoming Events
PEANUT
DEMO MEET
2019
Date : 28th, Saturday
Sep 2019
@ Harsh Industries
Kasod,
from 10.00 am onwards

Stall No A - 10
Date :13th, Oct 2019
The Arindum Hotel
Jabalpur Road
Katni, Madya Pradesh, India.

Stall No S - 61
Date :22nd, 23rd, 24th
November 2019
Children's Cultural Centre,
Burdwan, (W.B)

Stall No D - 4
HALL 2

Stall No - R3
Date : 16-20 JAN 2020
MUMBAI

Date :7th, 8th, 9th, Feb 2020
Exhibition Center,
Alipad Ground
Gandhinagar, Gujarat, India.
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Amazing Facts
Everything you should know about Perfume

formula of the perfume has changed – it can also mean that you
might have changed your lifestyle.

Continuation of previous edition.,
10. What is the difference between a splash bottle and
atomiser?
Most perfumes are atomisers, which is essentially a spray
pump. A splash bottle does not have a spray pump and does not
necessarily have an applicator on the bottle top. Splash bottles
are usually used for Aftershaves. Pure perfume oils might also
be presented in crystal bottles that do not have a spray pump
but feature an applicator which allows to dab and apply the
perfume on the skin.
11. How to apply perfume?

7. What is the difference between Eau de Parfum and
Parfum?
There are different categories in perfumery for perfume types
with certain concentration. Concentration refers to the amount
of pure perfume oil within a fragrance. Eau de Toilette, for
example, has a perfume concentration of about 10%, whilst
Eau de Parfum 15%. Perfumes that are classified as actual
Parfum boast a concentration of over 20%. The higher the
concentration, the higher the longevity on the skin which
means that a Parfum lasts significantly longer on your skin
than an Eau de Parfum. One can expect a Parfum to last 8-12
hours whilst an Eau de Parfum might only last for about six
hours.
8. Is perfume a mood booster?
Perfume is definitely a feel-good stimulant that can relax you,
improve the mood, make you feel sexy and act as a confidence
booster. Perfume is also known to evoke certain associations.
Having a scent memory can be quite special as it helps to
remember things you actually want to remember. It is also said
that Citrus perfumes make you energised and refreshed.
9. Why does perfume smell different on skin?
Every person has a different skin PH and also lead a different
lifestyle (sports, diet, smoking, drinking, etc). This can have
implications on how your perfume smells on your skin in
comparison to someone else or on a scented card. If you notice
that your perfume smells different than it used to, it does not
automatically mean that the perfume has gone off or that the

Perfume is activated by body heat this is why you should apply
perfume on your skin at the main pulse points, the inside of
your wrist, on the neck, behind the ear, elbows and behind
your knees. Do not rub your wrists together as this will alter
the molecules of the perfume and will result in the fragrance
smelling different. You can also put perfume into your hair as
it will last longer and will diffuse the scent as it is constantly in
motion. Please refrain from spraying perfume directly on your
hair as the contained alcohol can dry it out. Spray the perfume
on your brush before brushing your hair – voila.
12. Are perfumes vegan?
A lot of perfumes do contain ingredients from an animal. It is
advisable to double check before purchasing if you want to
make sure that it is a 100% vegan perfume. There is no official
signage on packaging just yet. Clive Christian Perfumes are
not tested on animals, and the majority of our perfumes are
certified suitable for vegans. Some of our perfumes that are
unsuitable for vegans do contain natural beeswax and honey
absolute, which is sustainably sourced from the south of
France as a bi-product of the honey industry.
13. What are unisex perfumes?
Generally speaking all perfumes are unisex. There is no
written rule that says a sweet, floral scent is for women and
deep woody fragrance for men. It is up to the wearer to decide
how they would want to smell like and add to their personal
perfume wardrobe. There are indeed a lot of women wearing
fragrances that are classified as masculine and there is nothing
wrong with that.

